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PURPOSE. To use powerful modeling techniques for predicting
the optical performance of eyes implanted with different types
of intraocular lenses (IOLs). This approach will allow performance of “virtual cataract surgery,” with different IOL designs
that can be used and physical parameters that may occur
during actual surgery—in particular, in IOLs that correct spherical aberration.
METHODS. A computer model was developed to predict the
optical performance of individual eyes after IOL implantation.
The approach was validated in a group of patients with eyes
implanted with different IOLs. In these patients, corneal wavefront aberrations were calculated from elevations provided by
videokeratography. Ocular aberrations were measured with a
high-dynamic range Hartmann-Shack wavefront sensor. Misalignments (IOL tilt and decentration) were estimated with a
new instrument, based on recording Purkinje images. This
model of particular corneal aberrations and IOL parameters
(intrinsic optical design details plus geometric location data)
was used to estimate the total ocular aberrations after surgery
and to compared them with actual aberrations measured directly with the wavefront sensor.
RESULTS. The aberrations of implanted eyes predicted by the
individualized optical models were well correlated with the
actual aberration measured in each subject. This result indicates that the approach is adequate in evaluating the actual
optical performance of different types of lenses. The model
allows a large number of “virtual” surgeries to be performed, to
test the performance of current or future IOL designs.
CONCLUSIONS. A “virtual surgery” approach was designed to
predict the optical performance in pseudophakic eyes. In each
subject, it was possible to obtain the eye’s optical performance
with a particular IOL and biometric data after surgery. Specifically, this modeling can be used to evaluate the tolerances to
misalignments and depth of focus of IOLs correcting spherical
aberration in actual eyes. This approach is quite powerful and
is especially applicable to the study of current and future
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A

better understanding of the distribution of aberrations in
the normal eye1,2 and the impact of aging3–5 has resulted
in the design of a new generation of IOLs to correct the average
corneal spherical aberration (SA).6,7 New optical and imaging
technology permits the combined estimation of both corneal
and ocular aberrations. Then, by simple subtraction, it is possible to estimate the internal optical aberration of the eye,
mostly corresponding to the lens. Several studies have found
that the young lens tends to compensate, at least in part, for
the corneal aberrations, but this compensation mechanism is
lost with age. Regarding SA, the cornea is clearly positive and
changes little with age.8 However, the young lens has negative
SA (allowing for compensation) and evolves toward more positive values with age, losing its compensation ability. Very
often, the aging of the human lens also results in optical
opacities or cataracts. The current solution to this problem is
to implant an artificial lens to restore the optical transparency
of the lens (cataract surgery). Some investigators have proposed the use of IOLs to restore not only transparency but also
the negative values of SA typically present in younger lenses.
These new IOLs were designed with an aspheric anterior
surface that induces an amount of SA similar to the average
cornea but with the opposite sign (Tecnis TM Z9000 IOL;
Advanced Medical Optics [AMO], Santa Ana, CA). The ability of
these IOLs to improve the quality of vision has been evaluated
both in the laboratory by using adaptive optics9 and in clinical
studies.10,11 An important issue, already extensively investigated12–14 but still needing attention and clarification, is the
impact of IOL misalignments on optical and visual performance. This question is particularly important in SA-correcting
lens design. The aspheric profile of these lenses potentially
makes them more sensitive to misalignments than are those
lenses with spherical surfaces. In some cases, the benefit of
correcting SA could be reduced or even eliminated by the
introduction of additional off-axis aberrations.
Traditionally, there have been different approaches to measuring misalignments. Some researchers have used Scheimpflug-based instruments to assess IOL tilt and decentration, but
commercially available systems are affected by problems such
as corneal magnification that may lead to erroneous results.15–17 Another traditional method is to use the light reflections at the ocular surfaces (Purkinje images18) to estimate
ocular alignment.19 –23 We used a new instrument (Tabernero
J, et al. IOVS 2004;45:ARVO E-Abstract 338; and Tabernero J, et
al., manuscript in preparation) based on this approach, for the
accurate measurement of IOL tilt and decentration. The combination of measured lenticular tilt and decentration and corneal and IOL geometry allowed us to predict, for the first time
in a completely realistic manner, the optical performance in
eyes implanted with different types of IOLs. Specifically, we
used this modeling, similar to “virtual cataract surgery,” to
evaluate the tolerances to misalignments and depth of focus for
IOLs that correct SA in actual eyes.
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METHODS
Subjects
Seven subjects with implanted IOLs were tested in the study. All
patients were preoperatively selected with bilateral cataracts and with
otherwise healthy eyes. Cataract surgeries were performed by a single
surgeon (MR), who performed small-incision surgery, continuous curvilinear capsulorrhexis, and phacoemulsification, followed by implantation of the foldable IOL into the evacuated capsular bag. Measurements were taken 1 month after cataract surgery. A complete set of
measurements involved corneal topography to determine corneal aberrations, the measurement of the eye’s aberration using a HartmannShack wavefront sensor and IOL misalignment measurements using
our custom Purkinje meter system. All clinical examinations, surgeries,
and measurements were conducted at Clinica Ircovision (Cartagena,
Murcia, Spain). All the subjects were measured with their pupils
pharmacologically dilated. Practices and research adhered to the tenets
of the Declaration of Helsinki. Informed consent was obtained from
each subject after explanation of the nature and possible consequences of the procedures.
The IOLs implanted were the Tecnis TM Z9000 (AMO; four subjects) and the CeeOn TM 911A (AMO ; three subjects). Both lenses are
foldable, made from high refractive index silicone (n ⫽ 1.458), and
have a 6-mm optical zone. The CeeOn TM is a biconvex lens with
spherical surfaces. This conventional lens induces a positive SA that
increases with lens optical power (Fig. 1). Because corneal SA is
normally positive, implanting this lens should generate a significant
amount of ocular SA. The Tecnis TM lens has a modified aspheric front
surface designed to generate a negative SA (constant with lens power)
to compensate for corneal positive SA. This should result in a significant reduction of ocular SA. Spherical aberration for both lenses for a
5-mm pupil as a function of lens power is shown in Figure 1.

Instruments and Measurements
The wave aberration of the cornea was estimated from elevation data
obtained by a corneal topographer by performing a ray-tracing procedure through the corneal surface derived from corneal elevations at a
sample of points obtained with a Placido-based corneal topographer
(Atlas; Carl Zeiss Meditec, Dublin, CA). From the corneal elevations, an
analytical expression for the corneal surface was obtained by fitting the
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sample data to a Zernike polynomial representation. An optical design
software package (Zemax Development Corp., San Diego, CA) was
used to perform ray-tracing through this surface and calculate the
aberrations associated with the corneal surface. This is a procedure
that was slightly modified from a similar methodology that described
elsewhere,24 providing similar results. All calculations presented in this
study are predicated on a 5-mm pupil diameter. The average corneal
heights of three measurements for each subject were used as the
nominal value. The corneal aberration maps were centered on the
pupil using the distance of the pupil center from the corneal reflex
given by the topographer.
We measured the ocular wavefront aberration by using our own
research prototype near-infrared Hartmann-Shack wavefront sensor
adapted to the clinical environment. This system, described elsewhere,25 consists of a microlens array, conjugate with the eye’s pupil,
and a camera placed at its focal plane. If a plane wavefront reaches the
microlens array, the camera records a perfectly regular mosaic of spots.
However, if a distorted (i.e., aberrated) wavefront reaches the sensor,
the pattern of spots is irregular. The displacement of each spot is
proportional to the derivative of the wavefront over each microlens
area. From the images of the spots, the ocular wave aberration is
computed and expressed as a Zernike polynomial expansion. It is a
robust system with more than 220 microlenses over a 5-mm pupil area
and has a high dynamic range, allowing for the measurement of large
aberrations with sufficient accuracy.
IOL tilt and IOL decentration were estimated as well with an
instrument we developed based on recording the Purkinje images of a
semicircular ring of infrared LEDs for several well-defined fixation
positions. This is an improved version of the clinical method proposed
by Guyton et al.26 The technical details of this instrument have been
discussed elsewhere (Tabernera J, et al. IOVS 2004;45:ARVO E-Abstract
338; and Tabernero J, et al., manuscript in preparation). In summary,
the subject fixates sequentially at nine different angular locations.
These fixations points are distributed as shown in Figure 2 (marked as
fixation LEDs). The more peripheral points subtend an angle of 5° with
respect to the central stimulus. An image of the anterior eye containing
Purkinje images (first, third, and fourth) is recorded at each fixation
position, and the distance from each reflection to the center of the
pupil is obtained. These distances are plotted as a function of the
angular fixation. From these plots, by linear interpolation (or extrapolation, depending on the subject) we determined the fixation angle
where the third and fourth Purkinje images overlap and then, from the
distance of this overlapping point (it locates the IOL optical axis) to the
entrance pupil center, we estimated decentration of the IOLs. Considering the fact that we know the angle of fixation with respect to a
central stimulus at each foveal target, IOL tilt can be calculated. We can
refer to this tilt to two ocular axes: the pupillary axis and the line of
sight.
In each subject, measurements of axial length and axial intraocular
lens position were performed with a conventional ultrasound system.

Computer Modeling: Virtual Optical Surgery

FIGURE 1. Theoretical SA (Z, 4.0) for the two lens designs as a function of their power (5-mm pupil diameter) when they are inserted into
the same pseudophakic eye model. These values are calculated by
subtracting the corneal SA from the total SA of the eye model for each
different IOL power.
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The corneal surface was incorporated in the computer model from the
corneal elevation data fit to an eighth-order Zernike expansion by using
a least-squares fitting routine. A rectangular Cartesian grid of points
from this corneal surface was calculated to serve as an adequate input
to the ray-tracing optical software (Zemax Development Corp.). Once
into the ray-tracing model, the corneal surface was decenterd relative
to the pupil center by those values obtained from the corneal topographer. Details of the IOL geometry and refractive index for both types
of lenses were provided by AMO and incorporated into the model. IOL
tilt and decentration in each subject were measured after the surgery
according to our Purkinje meter system and then incorporated into the
calculations together with the IOL’s axial position and ocular axial
length. The resultant optical models are three personalized eye surface
representations (one surface cornea and the intraocular lens). The
refractive index used for the aqueous (between the cornea and IOL)
was 1.3375 and for the vitreous, 1.336.
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FIGURE 2. Two different views of
the experimental system used to
measure IOL misalignments.

Once all the experimental data were incorporated into the computer model, we were able to predict the postoperative ocular aberrations for each subject. This prediction, called virtual optical surgery,
was compared with the actual measured aberration after the surgery
with our Hartmann-Shack wavefront sensor. Figure 3 shows a schematic view of the complete customized procedure, showing actual
results from one subject as an example.
This procedure is a powerful way to predict the potential optical
quality that would result after surgery for any type of IOL. In this study,
we applied this modeling to evaluate the performance of IOLs correcting SA by using actual biometric data from subjects. We can investigate
how the eye’s optical quality changes when IOL tilt and decentration
are continuously modified in the model. In addition, we can also
realistically quantify how the optical performance would have been
affected if a different IOL had been implanted in a subject. For each
individual eye model we can calculate its optical quality with the IOL
truly implanted and then exchange the IOL to compare the resultant
optical quality.
To investigate the relative optical performance of the two different
IOLs analyzed in this study, we defined a parameter (improvement

FIGURE 3. Schematic diagram of the
customized modeling for virtual optical surgery. The predicted wavefront aberration (WF) obtained by
the calculation with actual experimental data is compared with the
measured WF.
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fraction, equation 1) in terms of the radially averaged modulation
transfer function (MTF) at a given spatial frequency.
IF共 f 兲 ⫽

RadialMTFTecnis共 f 兲 ⫺ RadialMTFCeeOn共 f 兲
⫻ 100.
RadialMTFCeeOn共 f 兲

(1)

A positive value of this parameter means that the Tecnis TM lens (i.e.,
correcting SA) performs better than the CeeOn TM IOL; while a
negative value means the opposite. This parameter was also calculated
as a function of possible decentration and tilt of the IOLs.
Depth of focus could also be affecting the relative optical performance of
both IOLs. To evaluate this factor, a metric, the volume of the square PSF, was
calculated as a function of the image plane axial position (Z).
DoF_metric共Z兲 ⫽ 关 兰PSF2 共x, y兲dxdy兴共Z兲.

(2)

The integral was evaluated numerically using a simple trapezoidal rule.
The square PSF has the effect of enhanced relevant peaks of the PSF
with respect to lower noisy tails.
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the procedure to predict the behavior of different IOLs under
a variety of possible situations created by actual surgical procedures.

Predictions of Performance: Misalignments
and Defocus

FIGURE 4. IOL tilt with respect to the pupillary axis measured with
the Purkinje meter.

RESULTS
IOL Misalignments
IOL tilt with respect to the pupillary axis and IOL decentration
were measured as described and are shown in Figures 4 and 5,
respectively. A temporal IOL tilt (positive sign) means that the
optical axis of the IOL is tilted toward the temporal side of the
pupillary axis in object space. IOL tilt was, on average, 2.2°
temporal (SD 1.1°) in the horizontal direction and 2.2° superior
(SD 2.6°) in the vertical direction. Figure 5 indicates a temporal
tendency (positive sign) for decentration, except in one subject who had a considerable nasal decentration of 0.4 mm. The
range of decentration on the temporal side was from 0.06 to
0.2 mm. In the vertical direction, there was one subject with a
considerable inferior decentration of ⫺0.65 mm, whereas the
rest of the subjects showed a small degree of decentration
⫺0.07 mm (inferior) to 0.17 mm (superior).
Figure 6 shows an example of one image taken with our
instrument where the three reflections (Purkinje images of the
semi circular targets) can clearly be seen and identified in the
picture. In the case of subjects with a pupil size large enough,
it was also possible to visualize the IOL edges and therefore to
check the values of IOL decentrations we measured. This was
an independent procedure to evaluate our approach to estimate IOL location after surgery.

In particular, we use the procedure to evaluate how tolerant to
decentrations SA correcting IOLs are in comparison to standard
spherical IOLs. The parameter defined in equation 1 (improvement fraction) was calculated at 6 cyc/deg for each subject as
a function of orthogonal decentration and tilt directions. Figures 9 to 12 show the average and standard deviation of the
improvement fraction for various amounts of IOL decentration
and tilt. The regions where this fraction is positive indicate an
improvement in optical quality for the aspheric IOL with respect to the spherical IOL, whereas a region of negative fraction indicates a better optical performance for the conventional spherical IOL than for the aspheric design. The thick
lines in the lower part of each plot are the projections of the
positive regions. They provide tolerances to misalignments for
each case. The data points are the actual values of decentration
and tilt measured for each patient in the study.
In a similar way we compare the performance of both IOLs
with respect to depth of focus. Figure 13a shows depth-offocus average values (obtained by equation 2) for both the
Tecnis TM and for the CeeOn TM lenses. These results should
be compared with those in Figure 13b: the experimental data
obtained using adaptive optics to simulate vision with and
without correction of SA.9

DISCUSSION
The use of new technology in wave-front sensing and a better
understanding of the nature of the aberration in the normal
aging eye has enabled the development of aspheric IOLs that
are a real alternative to conventional designs for use in cataract
surgery. However, some questions may arise with the use of
these new lenses, and there is also a clear need for more
adequate assessment techniques. The problem with IOL tolerances to misalignments is an example of this situation. In this
article, we have presented advanced instruments and compu-

Comparison of Predicted and
Measured Aberrations
The predicted (by modeling) and directly measured SA correspond well. Figure 7 shows how these two values are related
for all subjects. As expected, those eyes implanted with the
CeeOn TM IOL had a higher value of SA (average 0.15 m; SD
0.06) than those implanted with a Tecnis TM lens (average
0.00, SD 0.04). Figure 8 shows all the Zernike terms (excluding
tilt and defocus) of the ocular wavefront aberration we measured and the ocular aberration we calculated with the modeling for all subjects. These results provide an indication of the
accuracy of the virtual surgery procedure and how well the
actual aberrations can be predicted. Figure 3 shows an example for one subject of how similar the predicted and measured
wavefront maps are. These positive results allow us to extend
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FIGURE 5. IOL decentration with respect to the pupil center measured with the Purkinje meter.
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FIGURE 6. Example of one of the images recorded with the Purkinje
meter. The first, third, and fourth
Purkinje images of the semicircular
target are clearly seen.

tational tools to address this question in a unique way. This is
what we refer to as virtual surgery, a powerful experimental
and computational procedure that allows us to evaluate the
optical performance of current and future generations of aberration-controlling IOLs.
Our first goal was to verify that the aspheric IOLs were
indeed correcting for the corneal SA. Figure 7 showed that the
corneal SA was actually well balanced by the intraocular lens’s
SA, in agreement with clinical studies. This would be enough if
the eye after surgery were a perfectly aligned optical instrument, free from other aberrations, but of course this is not the
real case, and simple modeling as performed in the past is not
adequate to predict correctly the performance of IOLs in real
eyes. A customized and realistic modeling of the pseudophakic
eye is needed To build up our customized computational
model we need to know the cornea, which is approximated by
a one-surface model constructed using real data derived from
corneal topography, the specific IOL design and also how tilted
and decentrated the IOL was after surgery, together with other
ocular biometric data. The customized modeling produced
data of the eye’s aberrations that were extremely well correlated with those actually measured. This is considered a validation of our procedure that permitted its application to study

FIGURE 7. Ocular SA (Z, 4.0) predicted by our procedure as function
of ocular SA (Z 4.0) measured by our Hartmann-Shack wavefront
sensor.
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any type of IOL design and different structural configurations.
In others words, we were able to perform what we called a
customized virtual surgery for each particular cataract patient.
To compare the performance of both IOL models (aspheric
and spherical) we defined the improved fraction in terms of
the radially averaged MTF, and we computed it as a function of
lens decentration and tilt in orthogonal directions. Our results
showed nonsymmetric limits for the positive improvement
fraction regions (where the performance of the aspheric lens is
better than that of the conventional spherically surfaced IOL).
It is important to note that the zero point for decentrations in
these calculations was the pupil center, and the axis we used
to calculate the aberrations was the line of sight. It is well
known that the pupillary axis and the line of sight are nonparallel axes.18,27 The pupillary axis tends to be temporal with
respect to the line of sight (in object space). Therefore, the
corneal apex tends to be on the temporal side with respect to
the interception point between the cornea and the line of
sight. Therefore, it is possible that a temporal shift of the IOL

FIGURE 8. All Zernike terms of the wavefront aberration predicted by
our model as a function of the Zernike terms directly measured. The
high degree of correlation is an indication of the potential of the
modeling procedure.
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FIGURE 9. Radial MTF improved fraction at 6 cyc/deg as a function of
IOL decentration in the x direction. Error bars: SD.
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FIGURE 11. Radial MTF improved fraction at 6 cyc/deg as a function of
IOL tilt in the x direction. Error bars, SD.

may have a realignment effect between cornea and IOL that
slightly improves the overall optical quality. A similar effect
was found when the IOL was tilted in the temporal direction.
However, the vertical decentration and vertical tilt were more
symmetric. This is also in agreement with the classic physiological optics literature, in which it was established that the
main foveal misalignment with respect to the optical axis was
temporal, therefore horizontal.
It is interesting to note that IOL decentration has more
effect on optical performance than IOL tilt. Therefore, decentration of aspheric lenses is more critical than tilt. This is
consistent with previous studies,28 and it may suggest that
surgeons should avoid decentration where possible when implanting aspheric IOLs. It should also be mentioned that it is
possible to find nonlinear effects due to the combination of
both parameters in the case of very strong tilts and decentrations.

These results also may suggest that the tolerances we found
were large enough to provide an optical benefit from an aspherically designed IOL within the limits imposed by modern
cataract surgery. Only one of the tested subjects had a large
enough decentration in the nasal direction to reduce the optical benefit of balancing the corneal SA. For this subject, correcting SA was not enough to achieve better optical quality
with the aspheric IOL.
It is also important to note that these figures (Figs. 9 –12) are
only the tolerances in two orthogonal directions, x and y.
Actually every lens is decentered in a different direction. This
direction is geometrically decomposed in two components
along the x and y axis, which is not an exact solution. However, it is useful to understand what happens in these two
decentration directions, because it provides us with a full
understanding of the most structurally different directions.
Concerning depth of focus, it is worthwhile to mention that
the average levels that we obtained had a very similar tendency

FIGURE 10. Radial MTF improved fraction at 6 cyc/deg as a function of
IOL decentration in the y direction. Error bars, SD.

FIGURE 12. Radial MTF improved fraction at 6 cyc/deg as a function of
IOL tilt in the y direction. Error bars, SD.
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quite useful for the design and evaluation of other types of IOLs
and for the understanding of different optical and visual outputs.
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TM IOLs. (b) Decimal visual acuity versus defocus in patients with
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